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The purpose of this paper is to study the relations among the simple modules 
over an HNP (Hereditary Noetherian Prime) ring, particularly criteria for the 
existence of nonsplit extensions of one simple module by another, the structure 
of the injective hull of a simple module, and the relative sizes of semisimple homo- 
morphic images of projective modules. We show that for any unfaithful simple 
module S there is a unique (up to isomorphism) simple module T (which may 
or may not be faithful) such that Ext( T, S) # 0. In the other direction, if T is a 
simple module, then there may be no, one, or many simple modules S with 
Ext(T, S) # 0, but if there is such an S which is unfaithful, then it is unique. 
If S is an unfaithful simple module and M is the maximal ideal with SM = 0, 
then M belongs to a cycle (defined below) if and only if the injective hull E(S) 
is uniserial with all of its finitely generated submodules unfaithful. In this case, 
the composition factors of E(S) correspond to the other maximal ideals in the 
cycle. Examples are given to show that quite different things happen when S is 
faithful, or is unfaithful but its annihilator does not belong to a cycle. In the 
final section, we turn to semisimple homomorphic images of finitely generated 
projective modules. If M is a maximal ideal of R, then we show that M belongs 
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to a cycle if and only if there is an upper bound on the length of A/AM for right 
ideals A. If M belongs to a cycle, then M contains a maximal invertible ideal I, 
and the indicated bound arises from the fact that for arbitrary nonzero finitely 
generated projective modules A, the ratio length(A/A1)/rank(A) is independent 
of A. 
For the reader’s convenience, we now sketch some of the standard properties 
of HNP rings, as found in [2-6, 8, lo]. 
Let R be an HNP ring (which we tacitly assume to be non-artinian), and let Q 
be its maximal quotient ring. Afractional right R-ideal is any right R-submodule 
A < QR such that uR < A < vR for some units u, v EQ (alternatively, there 
must exist a unit w E Q such that WA is an essential right ideal of R). For any 
such A, we set A* =(x~QlxA <R}, which is naturally isomorphic to 
Hom,(A, R). An invertible ideal of R is any two-sided ideal I of R for which 
II* = I*1 = R. Every maximal ideal of R is either invertible or idempotent [4, 
Proposition 2.21. If every nonzero ideal of R contains an invertible ideal, then R is 
said to have enough invertible ideals. In particular, R has enough invertible ideals 
whenever R is right bounded, i.e., whenever every essential right ideal of R 
contains a nonzero ideal [6, Theorem 3.31. 
The right order of a fractional right R-ideal A is the ring O,(A) = 
{x E Q 1 Ax C A}. The left order of a fractional left R-ideal is defined similarly. 
A cycle of idempotent maximal ideals in R is any finite ordered set {Ml ,..., Mn} 
of distinct idempotent maximal ideals such that O,(M,) = O,(M,), O,(M,) = 
W4)>..., O,(M,) = O,(M,). Any idempotent maximal ideal of R which 
contains an invertible ideal must belong to a cycle [4, Proposition 2.41. Every 
maximal invertible ideal of R either is a maximal ideal or equals the intersection 
of a cycle of idempotent maximal ideals [4, Theorem 2.61. 
If I is any essential one-sided ideal of R, then R/I is artinian and so has finite 
length [lo, Theorem 41, [3, Theorem 1.31. Consequently, all finitely generated 
singular R-modules have finite length, and so every singular R-module equals 
the union of its socle series, defined as follows. For any module A, we define 
submodules socO(A) ,< socl(A) < ... by setting socO(A) = 0 and 
socn(A)/soc”-l(A) = soc(A/socn-l(A)) 
for all positive integers n. Thus A = lJF=i SOP(A) if A is a singular R-module. 
In particular, this holds if A is the injective hull of a simple R-module. 
Given any module A, we use E(A) to denote the injective hull of A. We write 
rank(A) for the Goldie (uniform) dimension of A. In order to avoid confusion 
with powers of ideals, we use nA to denote the direct sum of n copies of A. If A 
has finite length, we write Z(A) for the length of A. We let j(A) be the intersection 
of the maximal submodules of A. 
If I is a nonzero ideal of R, then R/I is an artinian serial ring [2, Theorem 3.11, 
which means that its indecomposable projective modules are uniserial. This 
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property holds for R/I on both sides, and implies (though we will not need this 
fact) that all finitely generated (R/I)- modules are direct sums of uniserial modules. 
From this one could derive a number of the results in our first two sections 
quite easily if one knew that all simple R-modules were unfaithful (i.e., for 
bounded HNP rings). However, we are not making this restriction. 
1. EXTENSIONS OF SIMPLE MODULES 
In this section, we derive criteria for the existence and uniqueness of nonsplit 
extensions of simple modules over an HNP ring. The best results are for 
extensions of an unfaithful simple module S: in this case there is a unique simple 
module T (up to isomorphism) such that Ext( T, S) # 0. However, for extensions 
of faithful simple modules, and for extensions Ext( T, -), both the existence and 
uniqueness results may fail, as shown by examples in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be an HNP ring, let M and N be maximal ideals of R, 
and assume that either M or N is invertible. Let S and T be simple right R-modules 
such that SM = 0 and TN = 0. Then Ext,l( T, S) # 0 if and only if M = N. 
Proof. First assume that M = N, so that SE T and M is invertible. Then 
M # M2, hence (M/Mz)R is not a direct summand of (R/M”), . Thus 
Ext,l((R/M), , (M/M2),) # 0, whence Ext,l( T, S) # 0. 
Conversely, if Ext,l( T, S) =f 0, then there exists a uniserial right R-module A 
such that sot(A) z S and A/sot(A) g T. Note that ANM = 0. According to 
[4, Proposition 2.81, every invertible maximal ideal of R commutes with every 
maximal ideal of R, hence M and N commute. Thus AMN = ANM = 0. 
Since A is not an (R/N)-module, we have AN # 0 and so AM # A, whence 
AM < sot(A). Then TM = 0, hence M = N. 1 
Part of the proof of the following proposition was adapted from [3, 
Lemma 3.101. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be an HNP ring, let M be an invertible maximal ideal of 
R, and let S be a simple right R-module such that SM = 0. Let T be any simple 
right R-module. Then Ext,l(T, S) f 0 if and only if S g T. 
Proof. If S g T, then Ext,l( T, S) # 0 by Proposition 1. 
Conversely, assume that Ext,l(T, S) # 0. If T is unfaithful, then TN = 0 
for some maximal ideal N of R. In this case, M = N by Proposition 1, whence 
Sr T. 
Now suppose that T is faithful. There exists a nonsplit extension of S by T, 
which must be cyclic, hence R has right ideals J < K < R such that K/J s S, 
R/K E T, and K/J is not a direct summand of RI J. Since R/J is uniserial and 
S g T, we see that (R/ J)M = R/J, so that M + J = R. Therefore the map 
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M--f R/J is surjective, hence M/(M n K) g T and (M n K)/(M n J) s S. 
Since M is invertible, KM is maximal in MR . Also, KM < M n K, hence we 
obtain KM = M n K. However, K/ Jg S implies KM < J and so M n K < J, 
which contradicts the fact that (M n K)/(M n J) z 5’. 
Therefore T must unfaithful, hence T g S. 1 
LEMMA 3, Let R be an HNP ring, let N be an invertible maximal ideal of R, 
and let T be a simple right R-module such that TN = 0. Let Q be the maximal 
quotient ring of R. Then (N-‘/R), g (R/N), , and N-l/R equals the submodule of 
(Q/R)R spanned by the images of all maps in Hom,( T, Q/R). 
Proof. Set n = l(R/N), so that (R/N)R g nT. Since N is invertible, right 
multiplication by N induces a lattice isomorphism between the submodule 
lattices of (N-l/R), and (R/N), . Thus l((N-l/R),) = n, whence (N-l/R), z 
nT z (R/N), . 
Given any homomorphism f : T -+ Q/R, there exists an element x E Q such 
that XN < R and (xR + R)/R = f(T). Then x E N-l, whence f(T) < 
N-l/R. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be an HNP ring, let N be an invertible maximal ideal 
of R, and let T be a simple right R-module such that TN = 0. Let S be any simple 
right R-module. Then Ext,‘( T, S) # 0 if and only zf S g T. 
Proof. If S s T, then ExtR1(T, S) # 0 by Proposition I. 
Conversely, assume that Ext,l(T, S) # 0. If S is unfaithful, then SM = 0 
for some maximal ideal M of R. In this case, M = N by Proposition 1, whence 
Ss T. 
hTow assume that S is faithful. There is a uniserial right R-module A such that 
sot(A) z S and A/sot(A) g T. By [3, Lemma 3.11, nS is cyclic for any positive 
integer n, so, since nS g soc(nA), we must have soc(nA) E R/J,, for some right 
ideal J,, . If Q is the maximal quotient ring of R, then Q/ Jn is injective, so the 
isomorphism of soc(nA) onto R/J,, extends to a homomorphism nA + Q/ J, , 
which is an embedding since soc(nA) is essential in nA. This, in turn, induces an 
embedding of nA/soc(nA) into (Q/R)R . Since nA/soc(nA) z nT, Lemma 3 
implies that nT embeds in (N-l/R), , f or all positive integers n. This, however, is 
impossible, since by Lemma 3 (N-‘/R), is finitely generated. 
Therefore S must be unfaithful, hence S g T. m 
LEMMA 5. Let R be an HNP ring, let M be an idempotent maximal ideal of 
R, and set P = O,.(M). Let S be a simple right R-module such that SM = 0, and 
set n = Z(R/M), so that (R/M), z nS. 
(a) PR is finitely generated and projective, 
(b) There exists a simple right P-module V such that (P/M)r g nV, V, is 
uniserial of length 2, and soc( V,) E S. 
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(c) soc((P/M),) = R/M. 
(d) T = V,/soc(V,) is a simple right R-module such that (P/R), z nT. 
Proof. This essentially comes from [8]. From [8, Theorem 4.41, we know 
that PM = P and that P is an HNP ring. From [8, Theorems 5.2, 5.31, we infer 
that R is the idealizer of M in P, and that P/M is semisimple as a right P-module. 
(a) now follows from [8, Lemma 2.11. 
(b) By [8, Proposition 1.11, R/M s End,((P/M),). Inasmuch as (P/M), is 
semisimple and R/M is an n x n matrix ring over a division ring, it follows that 
there is a simple right P-module V such that (P/M), g nV. By [8, Theorem 1.31, 
using the fact that PM = P, we conclude that V, is uniserial of length 2 with 
socle isomorphic to S. 
(c) Since (R/M), < soc((P/M)J E soc((nV)J z nS z (R/M), , we 
must have R/M = soc((P/M),). 
(d) follows immediately from (b) and (c). 1 
LEMMA 6. Let R be an HNP ring, let M be an idempotent maximal ideal of 
R, and let S be a simple right R-module such that SM = 0. Let Q be the maximal 
quotient ring of R, and set n = l(R/M). 
(a) There exists a simple right R-module T such that [O,(M)/R], g nT, 
and O,(M)IR equals the submodule of (Q/R), p s anned by the images of all maps in 
Hom,(T, Q/R). 
(b) O,(M)/R equals the submodule of (Q/R)R spanned by the images of all 
maps in Hom,(S, Q/R). 
Proof. (a) The existence of T is given by Lemma 5. Set P = O,.(M), and 
note from Lemma 5 that PR is projective. Now given any homomorphism 
f: T + Q/R, there exists a homomorphism g: PR -+ QR such that g(R) < R and 
(g(P) + R)/R = f(T). Since g(R) < R, g must be given by left multiplication 
by an element x E R. Then g(P) = xP < P, and consequently f(T) < P/R. 
(b) Since O,(M)M = M ,( R, we see that [O,(M)/R], is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of copies of S. Given any homomorphism f : S + Q/R, there exists 
an element x EQ such that xM < R and (xR + R)/R = f (S). Since XM = 
xM2 < M, we obtain x E O,(M), and consequently f(S) < O,(M)/R. 1 
THEOREM 7. Let R be an HNP ring, let M be an idempotent maximal ideal of R, 
and let S be a simple right R-module such that SM = 0. Up to isomorphism, there 
is a unique simple right R-module T such that Ext$( T, S) # 0. Moreover, T can be 
identi$ed as any simple summand of the homogeneous semisimple module [O,(M)/R],. 
Proof. If P = O,.(M) and n = l(R/M), then by Lemma 5 there is a simple 
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right R-module T such that (P/R), E nT. Since the module I’, of Lemma 5 is 
a nonsplit extension of S by T, we have Ext,l( T, S) # 0. 
Let T’ be any simple right R-module such that Ext,r(T’, S) # 0. In view of 
[8, Theorems 4.4, 5.2, 5.31, we see that P is an HNP ring, that M is a semi- 
maximal right ideal of P such that PM = P, and that R is the idealizer of M 
in P. Applying [S, Corollary 2.41, either T’ is isomorphic to a composition 
factor of (P/M), or there is a maximal right ideal K of P with T’ g P/K. Now S 
and Tare the only composition factors of (P/M), , and since R/M2 = R/M is a 
simple artinian ring we have Ext,r(S, S) = 0, whence T’ & S. Thus in order to 
get T’ E T, it suffices to show that T’ is not of the form P/K. 
Since Ext,‘( T’, S) # 0, there is a uniserial right R-module A with sot(A) s S 
and A/sot(A) z T’. If T’ g P/K f or some maximal right ideal K of P, then we 
obtain an epimorphism P -+ P/K - T’ + A/sot(A). Since P, is projective by 
Lemma 5, this lifts to a homomorphism P --f A, which is surjective because A is 
uniserial. Thus there is an R-submodule J < KR such that T/J g A and 
K/ Js S. Since SM = 0, we have KM < J. However, KM = KPM = KP = K, 
so we have a contradiction. Therefore T’ z T. m 
Parts of the following theorem and its corollaries are folklore, but even those 
parts do not seem to be readily available in the literature. 
THEOREM 8. Let R be an HNP ring, let M and N be idempotent maximal ideals 
of R, and let S and T be simple right R-modules szlch that SM = 0 and TN = 0. 
Then ExtR1(T, S) # 0 ifand only $0,(M) = O,(N). 
Proof. Set n = l(R/M), and let Q be the maximal quotient ring of R. By 
Lemma 5, there is a simple right R-module T’ such that [O,(M)/R], z nT’, 
and Theorem 7 says that Ext,l(T, S) # 0 if and only if T z T’. Thus we must 
show that T E T’ if and only if O,(M) = O,(N). 
According to Lemma 6, O,(M)/R equals the submodule of (Q/R)R spanned 
by the images of all maps in Hom,(T’, Q/R), while O,(N)/R equals the sub- 
module of (Q/R)R spanned by the images of all maps in Hom,(T, Q/R). Thus 
T g T’ if and only if O,(M)/R = O,(N)/R. u 
COROLLARY 9. Let R be an HNP ring, let M be an idempotent maximal ideal 
of R, and let S be a simple right R-module such that SM = 0. 
(a) ExtR1(T, S) # 0 for some unfaithful simple right R-module T if and 
only if O,(M) = O,(N) for some idempotent maximal ideal N of R. 
(b) ExtR1( T, S) # 0 for some faithful simple right R-module T if and only if 
O,(M) # O,(N) for all idempotent maximal ideals N of R. 
Proof. (a) Sufficiency is clear from Theorem 8. Conversely, assume that 
Ext,l(T, S) # 0 for some unfaithful simple right R-module T. Then TN = 0 
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for some maximal ideal N of R. If N is invertible, then M = N by Proposition 1, 
which is impossible. Thus N is idempotent, and O,(M) = O,(N) by Theorem 8. 
(b) is clear from (a) and Theorem 7. l 
COROLLARY 10. Let R be an HNP ring, let N be an idempotent maximal ideal 
of R, and let T be a simple right R-module such that TN = 0. Then Ext,l( T, S) # 0 
for some unfaithful simple right R-module S if and only if O,(N) = O,(M) for some 
idempotent maximal ideal M of R. 
Proof. As Corollary 9. 1 
The above results on extensions of unfaithful simple modules may be sum- 
marized as follows. 
THEOREM 11. Let R be an HNP ring, let M be a maximal ideal of R, and let S 
be a simple right R-module such that SM = 0. 
(a) Up to isomorphism, there is a unique simple right R-module T such that 
Ext,l( T, S) # 0, and exactly one of the following cases occurs. 
(b) If M is invertible, then T G S. 
(c) If M is idempotent and O,(M) = O,(N) for some idempotent maximal 
ideal N of R, then TN = 0. 
(d) If M is idempotent and O,(M) + O,(N) for all idempotent maximal 
ideals N of R, then T is faithful. 
Proof. Proposition 2, Theorems 7 and 8, Corollary 9. 1 
The existence and uniqueness parts of Theorem 11 both fail in general for 
faithful simple modules. That is, if S is a faithful simple right module over an 
HNP ring R, then there may not exist a simple right R-module T such that 
Ext,i(T, S) # 0 (Example 23), or there may exist non-isomorphic simple right 
R-modules T and T’ such that Ext,l(T, S) # 0 and ExtR1(T’, S) # 0 (Example 
25). 
In the other direction, given a simple right R-module T, there may not exist a 
simple right R-module S such that Ext,r(T, S) # 0, whether T is faithful 
(Example 23) or unfaithful (Example 24). Or, there may exist non-isomorphic 
simple right R-modules S and S’ such that Ext,l( T, S) # 0 and ExtR1( T, S’) # 0 
(Examples 25, 26). 
In spite of these examples, we can still add a little more uniqueness informa- 
tion, as follows. 
THEOREM 12. Let S, S’, T be simple right modules over an HNP ring R, and 
assume that ExtR1(T, S) # 0 and Ext,r(T, s’) # 0. If S is unfaithful, then 
s z S’. 
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Proof. There is a maximal ideal M of R such that SM = 0. Let Q be the 
maximal quotient ring of R. 
First assume that M is invertible. Then Proposition 2 says that S E T, after 
which Proposition 4 says that S’ g T, so that S s S’. 
Now assume that M is idempotent, and that S’ is unfaithful. Then S’M’ = 0 
for some maximal ideal M’ of R. If M’ is invertible, then the argument above 
shows that S z S’. But then M c M’, which is impossible. Thus M’ must be 
idempotent. In this case, we see by Theorem 7 and Lemma 6 that O,(M)/R and 
O,(M’)/R each equal the submodule of (Q/R)R spanned by the images of all maps 
in Hom,(T, Q/R). Then O,(M) = O,(M’), hence M = M’ by [8, Corollary 4.51. 
Thus S g S’ in this case also. 
Finally, assume that M is idempotent and that S’ is faithful. There exists a 
uniserial right R-module A with sot(A) E S’ and A/sot(A) s T. By [3, 
Lemma 3.11, nS’ is cyclic for every positive integer 71, and since soc(nA) s nS’, 
there is a right ideal Jn with soc(nA) z R/J, . I nasmuch as Q/ Jn is injective and 
soc(nA) is essential in nA, this isomorphism extends to an embedding of nA into 
QlJn > which induces an embedding of nA/soc(nA) into (Q/R)R. Since 
nA/soc(nA) E nT, Theorem 7 and Lemma 6 imply that nT embeds in 
[O,.(M)/R], , for all positive integers n. This, however, is impossible, since by 
Lemma 5, [O,(M)/R]R is finitely generated. 
Therefore S e S’ in all possible cases. 1 
COROLLARY 13. Let R be an HNP ring, let (M1 ,... , MB} be a cycle of idempotent 
maximal ideals of R, and let T be a simple right R-module such that TM, = 0. Let 
S be any simple right R-module. Then Ext,l( T, S) # 0 if and on5 if SMn = 0. 
Proof. Let S’ be a simple right R-module such that S’M- = 0. Since 
O,(M,) = O,(M1), Theorem 8 says that Ext,l(T, S’) f 0. Then since S’ is 
unfaithful, Theorem 12 says that Ext,l( T, S) # 0 if and only if S z S’. 1 
We conclude this section with the following description of cycles of idempotent 
maximal ideals. We thank T. H. Lenagan for indicating a simplification of our 
original proof of this result. 
THEOREM 14. Let R be an HNP ring, let {Ml ,..., M,} be a cycle of idempotent 
maximal ideals of R, and set I = M1 n ‘.. n M, . Then I is invertible, and 
IM,I--l = il& , IM,I-l = M3 ,..., IM&l = M1 . 
Proof. The invertibility of I is given by [4, Proposition 2.51. For the rest, it 
obviously s&ices to prove that IM,I-l = M, . 
Set N = IM,I-l, and note that N is a nontrivial ideal of R. Suppose that J and 
K are ideals of R such that JK < N. Then (I--‘JI)(I-‘KI) < I-1NI = M1 and 
so either I-l JI < Ml or IFKI f Ml , hence either J < N or K < N. Thus N 
is a nonzero prime ideal of R, hence N is maximal. 
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For i = 1, 2, let Si be a simple right R-module such that S,M, = 0. Since 
OrPfJ = WWJ, Th eorem 8 says that Ext,l(S, , S,) # 0, hence there exists 
a uniserial right R-module A with sot(A) z S, and A/sot(A) G S’s . Note that 
AMzM, = 0. Then NI = IM, < M,M1 implies that ANI = 0. Since R/I is 
semisimple, A is not an (R/I)-module, hence AI # 0 and so AN # A. Con- 
sequently, we obtain AN < sot(A), whence S,N = 0 and so N = M2 . 
Therefore IM$-l = M2 . 1 
2. INJECTIVE HULLS OF SIMPLE MODULES 
In this section, we apply the information about extensions of simple modules 
derived in the previous section to the problem of determining the structure of 
the injective hulls of simple modules over HNP rings. Recall that if S is a simple 
module over an HNP ring, then 
E(S) = i, socn(E(S)), 
Vl=l 
hence the basic problem is to determine which simple modules appear in each 
soc~(,?Z(S))/soc+‘(E(S)), and with what multiplicities. The best results of 
course hold when enough simple modules are unfaithful. For example, if S is 
annihilated by a maximal ideal which is either invertible or belongs to a cycle, 
then each soc”(E(S))/soc”-‘(E(S)) is simple, and we can tell precisely which 
simple modules appear. In general, the Loewy factors soc”(E(S))/soc”-‘(E(S)) 
are simple up to and including the first n at which a faithful simple module 
appears. 
LEMMA 15. Let R be an HNP ring, let M be a maximal ideal of R, and let S 
be a simple right R-module such that SM = 0. Let Q be the maximal quotient ring 
of R, and set P = (x E Q 1 Mx < R). Set n = l(RIM), and let T be a simple right 
R-module such that Extsl(T, S) # 0. Then (P/R), z nT, and P/R equals the 
submodule of (Q/R)R spanned by the images of all maps in Hom,( T, Q/R). 
Proof. First assume that M is invertible, so that P = M-1, and T= S 
(by Proposition 2). In this case, since (R/M), g nS s nT, we obtain the required 
properties from Lemma 3. 
Now assume that M is idempotent, and note that P = O,(M). In this case, we 
obtain the required properties from Theorem 7 and Lemma 6. fl 
PROPOSITION 16. Let A be a singular right module over an HNP ring R. If 
sot(A) is an unfaithful simple module, then soca(A)/soc(A) is either zero or simple. 
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Proof. By assumption, S = sot(A) is simple and SM = 0 for some maximal 
ideal M of R. Since A is singular, we infer that sot(A) is essential in A. As a 
result, if T is any simple submodule of soc2(A)/soc(A), then Ext,l(T, S) # 0. 
Thus all simple submodules of soc2(A)/soc(A) are isomorphic, by Theorem 11. 
Now suppose that soc2(A)/soc(A) is neither zero nor simple. Then soc2(A) has 
a submodule B > sot(A) such that S/sot(A) z 2T for some simple right 
R-module T. 
Let Q be the maximal quotient ring of R, and set P = {x E Q 1 Mx < R}. Set 
n = Z(R/M), so that (R/M), g nS E soc(nB). Inasmuch as (Q/M)R is injective 
and soc(nB) is essential in nB, the isomorphism of soc(nB) onto (R/M), extends 
to an embedding of nB into (Q/M)R , which in turn induces an embedding of 
nB/soc(nB) into (Q/R)R . Since nB/soc(nB) g 2nT, it follows from Lemma 15 
that 2nT embeds in (P/R), . This, however, is impossible, since Lemma 15 also 
says that (P/R), g nT. 
Therefore soc2(A)/soc(A) must be either zero or simple. 1 
COROLLARY 17. Let R be an HNP ring, let S be a simple right R-module, 
and set E, = soc”(E(S))/socn-l(E(S)) f or all n. Assume that for some k, each of 
E1 ,..., E,-, has no faithful simple submodules. Then E1 ,..., E, are all simple. 
Proof. Suppose that E1 ,..., Ej are all simple, for some j < k. Then E1 ,,.., Ej 
are all unfaithful, hence socj(E(S)) . 1s unfaithful and so is not injective. Thus 
Ej+, # 0, whence Proposition 16 says that Ej+l is simple. 1 
LEMMA 18. Let R be a right hereditary ring, and let S, ,..., S, be simple right 
R-modules such that ExtR1(Si+i , Si) # 0 for all i = 1 ,..., n - 1. Then there 
exists a z&serial right R-module A of length n such that soci(A)/soci-l(A) z Si 
for all i = I,..., 12. 
Proof. This is clear for n = 1, 2. Now let n > 2, and assume that there 
exists a uniserial right R-module C of length n - 1 such that 
so&( c ysoci-y C) gL si 
for all i = l,..., n - I. There is an epimorphism f : C + S,-, , and since R is 
right hereditary the induced map f *: Ext,l(S, , C) -+ Ext,l(S, , S,-,) is also an 
epimorphism. Inasmuch as ExQ(S, , S,-,) # 0, there must exist an extension 
of C by S, such that f * of this extension is nonsplit. 
As a result, we obtain a module A > C such that A/C E S, and A/soc~-~(C) 
is nonsplit. Then C/SOC~-~(C) is the unique maximal submodule of A/sot+2(C), 
from which we infer that C is the unique maximal submodule of A. Since C is 
unserial, it follows that A is uniserial. Then the remaining properties of A are 
clear. 1 
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THEOREM 19. Let S be an unfaithful simple right module over an HNP ring 
R, and set Ei = so&(E(S))/ sod-l(E(S)) for all i. Then exactly one of the following 
situations occurs. 
(a) There exist unfaithful simple right R-modules S, = S, S, , S, ,... such 
that Ext,l(&+r , Si) # 0 for all i. Then the submodule lattice of E(S) is well- 
ordered, allproper submodules of E(S) are unfaithful uniserial modules, and Ei z Si 
for all i. 
(b) There exist a positive integer n, unfaithful simple right R-modules 
s, = s, s, ,...) s, ) and a faithful simple right R-module S,,, such that 
Ext,YSi+l , SJ # 0 for all i = I,..., n. Then Ei E Si for all i = l,..., n + 1, 
soc”(E(S)) is the unique maximal unfaithful submodule of E(S), and 
E(S)/soc”(E(S)) ei E&z+,). 
Proof. By Theorem 11, exactly one of these cases occurs. 
(a) For each i, Lemma 18 shows that there is a uniserial right R-module A, 
of length i such that so~~(A~)/soc~-~(A,) G Sj for allj = l,..., i. Since Ai must 
embed in E(S), it follows that Si must embed in Ei . If T is any simple sub- 
module of E, , then we note that Ext,l(T, S,) # 0. As a result, it follows from 
Theorem 11 that E, is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of S, . Consequently, 
Corollary 17 shows that E, z S, . Continuing in this manner, we find that 
Ei g St for all i. Inasmuch as E(S) = uT=r sod(E(S)), we conclude that the 
sod(E(S)) are the only proper submodules of E(S), from which the remainder of 
(a) is clear. 
(b) Proceeding as in (a), we find that Ei z Si for all i = I,..., n + 1. The 
remainder of (b) is clear. u 
In general, for a simple module S over an HNP ring, the Loewy factors 
soc~(E(S))/soc~-‘(E(S)) need not be simple or even finitely generated, whether 
S is faithful (Example 27) or unfaithful (Example 28). 
In the situation described in Theorem 19, case (a), there must be a recursion 
relation on the isomorphism types of the Si , as the following theorem shows. 
Translating this via Theorem 8 into a statement about sequences of idempotent 
maximal ideals, we obtain Corollary 21, which was first proved by Lenagan for 
right bounded HNP rings in [6, Theorem 3.31. 
THEOREM 20. Let R be an HNP ring, let S, , S, ,... be unfaithful simple right 
R-modules, and assume that ExtR1(Si+, , Si) # 0 for all i. Then there exists a 
positive integer n such that Si E Si whenever i = j (mod n). 
Proof. Set Ai = sod(E(S,)) for all i. According to Theorem 19, the sub- 
module lattice of E(S,) is well-ordered, all proper submodules of E(S,) are 
unfaithful uniserial modules, and Ai/Aipl G Si for all i. Note that E(S,)/A,-, g 
E(S) for all i. 
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For each i, choose a maximal right ideal I& of R such that R/K, g Si , and 
set X = {Kr , K, ,...I. Let P d enote the localization R, constructed in [5]. In 
view of [5, Propositions 1,2, Theorem 31, we see that P is an HNP ring, that each 
(Si), is a simple right P-module, and that every simple right P-module is 
isomorphic to some (Si), . 
Since E(S,) s E(S,)/&, , we see that the composition factors of E(S) are 
si , S&l, si+z 9--* . As a result, E(S,)/S, is torsion-free with respect to the 
torsion theory of the localization (-)x , hence (Si), = Si . Therefore each Si 
is a simple right P-module, and every simple right P-module is isomorphic to 
some Si . By the same reasoning, each (A& = A, , hence each A, is a uniserial 
right P-module. Consequently, each A,+,/&, is a nonsplit P-module extension 
of Si by Si+r , so that Extpl(Si+, , S,) f 0. 
Now all simple right P-modules are unfaithful, whence P is right bounded. 
According to [6, Theorem 3.31, P has enough invertible ideals, whence [4, 
Corollary 4.71 shows that every idempotent maximal ideal of P belongs to a 
cycle. 
If &n/r = 0 for some invertible maximal ideal M of P, then by Proposition 2 
we obtain S, s S,r ... . If not, then there exists a cycle {M, ,..,, M,) of 
idempotent maximal ideals of P such that S,M, = 0. In this case, we conclude 
from Theorem 11 that S,M, = 0 whenever k E (I,..., n} and i = k (mod n). 
Therefore SC g Sj whenever i = j (mod n). 1 
COROLLARY 21. Let R be an HNP ring, let MI , M, ,... be idempotent maximal 
ideals of R, and assume that O,(MJ = O,(Mi+I) for all i. Then there exists a 
positive integer n such that Mi = Mi whenever i = j (mod n). 
Proof. For each i, let Si be a simple right R-module such that S,M, = 0. 
By Theorem 8, Ext,r(Si+, , SJ # 0 for all i. Then Theorem 20 says that there 
exists a positive integer n such that Si g Si whenever i = j (mod n). Thus 
Md = Mj whenever i = j (mod n). m 
With the aid of Corollary 21, our structural results for the injective hulls of 
unfaithful simple modules may be rephrased as follows. For HNP rings with 
enough invertible ideals (in which event case (c) does not occur), these results 
were partially obtained by Singh [9, Theorems 2.2, 2.71. 
THEOREM 22. Let R be an HNP ring, let M be a maximal ideal of R, and let S 
be a simple right R-module such that SM = 0. Set Ei = soc”(E(S))/~oc~-‘(E(S)) 
for all i. Then exactly one of the following situations occurs. 
(a) M is invertible. Then E, G S for all i. 
(b) There exists a cycle {MI = M, M2 ,..., M,) of idempotent maximal 
ideals of R. Then each Ei is simple, and E,M, = 0 whenever k E (I,..., n> and 
i E k (mod n). 
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(c) There exist idempotent maximal ideals MI = M, M, ,..., M, of R such 
that O,(Mi) = O,(Mi+,) for all i = l,..., n - 1 and O,(M,J # O,(M,+,) for all 
idempotent maximal ideals M,,, of R. Then EI ,..., E,,, are all simple, EiMi = 0 
for all i = l,..., n, and E,,, is faithful. 
Proof. It is clear from Corollary 21 that exactly one of these cases must occur. 
In each case, we obtain from Theorem 11 appropriate simple modules Si for one 
of the cases of Theorem 19. 1 
3. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 23. There exists a simple principal right and left ideal domain R 
such that 
(a) R is not a division ring. 
(b) Up to isomorphism, R has exactly one simple right module S. 
(c) Ext,‘(S, S) = 0. 
Proof. The ring R constructed in [ 1, Theorem 1.41 is a simple principal 
right and left ideal domain satisfying (a) and (b), and such that S is injective. 1 
EXAMPLE 24. There exists a hereditary noetherian domain R such that 
(a) Up to isomorphism, R has exactly one faithful simple right module S 
and exactly one unfaithful simple right module T. 
(b) Ext,l(T, S) = Ext,l(T, T) = 0. 
Proof. According to [l, Theorem 1.41, there exists a simple principal right 
and left ideal domain P such that P is not a division ring, up to isomorphism 
P has exactly one simple right module V, and V is injective. Now choose a 
maximal right ideal M of P, and let R be the idealizer of M in P. According to 
[8, Theorem 4.31, R is an HNP ring, and obviously R is a domain. 
(a) In view of [8, Theorem 1.31, we see that S = P/R and T = R/M are 
simple right R-modules. Obviously T is unfaithful, and it follows from the 
simplicity of P that S is faithful. Note that every simple right P-module is 
isomorphic to P/M, and that (P/M), is not simple. Consequently, [8, Corollary 
2.41 shows that every simple right R-module is isomorphic to either S or T. 
(b) Observing that PM = P, we see that O,(M) = P # O,(M), hence 
Theorem 8 says that ExtR1( T, T) = 0. S’ mce P/M is injective as a right P-module, 
we infer that P/M is also injective as a right R-module. Consequently, it 
follows that S = (P/R), is injective (because R is right hereditary). Thus 
ExtR1(T, S) = 0. 1 
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EXAMPLE 25. There exists a simple principal right and left ideal domain R 
such that 
(a) R has infinitely many non-isomorphic simple right modules. 
(b) Ext,l(T, S) # 0 for all simple right R-modules 5’ and T. 
Proof. Let @ be a field of characteristic zero, and let F = D(y) be the field 
of rational functions over @ in an indeterminate y. Let d = d/dy be the usual 
derivation on F, and let R = F[x] be the ring of formal linear differential opera- 
tors over F and d (this ring is called B in [7]). It is well-known that R is a simple 
principal right and left ideal domain. 
(a) For each integer rz, it is clear that R/(x + n)R is a simple right 
R-module. In view of [7, Proposition 4.41, we see that R/(x + n)R c$ R/(x + k)R 
for all distinct integers n and K. 
(b) According to l-7, Theorem 4.11, Ext,l(R/I, R/J) # 0 for all nontrivial 
right ideals I and J of R. 1 
EXAMPLE 26. There exists a hereditary noetherian domain R such that 
(a) Up to isomorphism, R has exactly one unfaithful simple right 
module T. 
(b) R has infinitely many non-isomorphic faithful simple right modules. 
(c) Ext,l( T, S) # 0 for all faithful simple right R-modules S. 
Proof. According to Example 25, there exists a simple principal right and 
left ideal domain P such that P has infinitely many non-isomorphic simple 
right modules, and Extpl(W, V) # 0 f or all simple right P-modules V and W. 
Now choose a maximal right ideal M of P, and let R be the idealizer of M in P. 
According to [8, Theorem 4.31, R is an HNP ring, and obviously R is a domain. 
(a) In view of [8, Theorem 1.31, we see that S = P/R and T = R/M are 
simple right R-modules. Obviously T is unfaithful, and we note from the 
simplicity of P that S is faithful. According to [8, Corollary 2.41, every simple 
right R-module is isomorphic to S or T or a simple right P-module. Since S and 
all simple right P-modules are faithful, it follows that every unfaithful simple 
right R-module is isomorphic to T. 
(b) There are infinitely many non-isomorphic simple right P-modules 
which are not isomorphic to P/M, and each of these modules is also simple as an 
R-module. 
(c) First consider any simple right R-module S’ $ S. Then S’ is a simple 
right P-module and Ext,‘(P/M, S’) # 0, hence there exists a uniserial right 
P-module A with soc(A,) z S’ and A/soc(A,) s P/M. Now A must have an 
R-submodule B > soc(A,) such that B/soc(A,) e T. Since A is uniserial as a 
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P-module, [8, Corollary 1.51 says that A is also uniserial as an R-module. 
Consequently, B is a nonsplit extension of S’ by T, so that Ext,l( T, S’) f 0. 
Now consider the case when S’ G S. Since Ext,i(P/M, P/M) # 0, there 
exists a uniserial right P-module A with soc(A,) g A/soc(A,) E P/M. Then A 
has R-submodules B and C with B < soc(A,) < C such that soc(A,)/B g S 
and C/soc(A,) s T. Using [8, Corollary 1.51 again, we find that A is 
uniserial as an R-module, whence C/B is a nonsplit extension of S by T. Thus 
Ext,l(T, S) # 0. 1 
EXAMPLE 27. There exists a simple principal right and left ideal domain R 
with a simple right module S such that soc2(E(S))/S is not finitely generated. 
Proof. Construct R as in Example 25, let S, S, , S, ,... be non-isomorphic 
simple right R-modules, and set A = soc2(E(S))/S. Since Ext,i(S, , S) -# 0 
for all n, we see that each S, is isomorphic to a submodule of A. Consequently, 
A is a semisimple module with infinitely many non-isomorphic simple sub- 
modules, so A cannot be finitely generated. 1 
EXAMPLE 28. There exists a hereditary noetherian domain R with an 
unfaithful simple right module T such that soc3(E(T))/soc2(E(T)) is not finitely 
generated. 
Proof. We note that Proposition 16 implies that soc2(E(T)) must be uniserial 
in any case. 
Construct P, R, S, and T as in Example 26. By [8, Corollary 1.51, P/M is 
a uniserial right R-module, hence (P/M), is a nonsplit extension of T by S. 
Thus Ext,i(S, T) # 0. In view of Theorem 19, it follows that soc2(E(T))/T E S 
and that E(T)/Tg E(S). Thus it suffices to show that soc2(E(S))/S is not 
finitely generated. 
Let S, , S, ,... be non-isomorphic simple right P-modules which are not 
isomorphic to Pi&l. Then Extpl(S, , P/M) # 0 for all 1z, hence it follows as in 
Example 26 that Ext,l(S, , S) # 0 for all 71. Consequently, each S, is isomorphic 
to a submodule of soc2(E(S))/S, f rom which we conclude that soc2(R(S))/S is 
not finitely generated. m 
4. SEMISIMPLE IMAGES OF PROJECTIVE MODULES 
This section is in some ways dual to Section 2, in that here we study unfaithful 
homomorphic images of projectives instead of unfaithful submodules of injec- 
tives. Faithful simple modules here present us with no real problem, since if A 
is a nonzero projective module and S is a faithful simple module, then nS is 
a homomorphic image of A for all positive integers rz. (This follows, for example, 
from the kinds of arguments used in [3, Lemma 3.11.) 
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The motivation for considering semisimple factors of projectives is twofold. 
For a classical order R over a Dedekind domain D, it is usual to say that two 
finitely generated D-torsion-free R-modules A and B are of the same genus if 
A, g B, for all maximal ideals M of D. For an HNP ring R, the natural 
generalization is to say that A and B are of the same genus if they have the same 
rank and A/AM E B/BM for all maximal ideals M of R. We are therefore 
considering, in some sense, the behavior of this notion of genus. A second 
consideration is that for any maximal ideal M of R, the function d(A) = 
l(A/AM)/l(R/M) is a normalized dimension function on the finitely generated 
projective right R-modules (i.e., an additive, non-negative, real-valued function 
with d(R) = 1). We wish to study the relations between these for different M, 
and their connections (if any) with the usual normalized dimension function, 
rank(-)/rank(R). 
LEMMA 29. Let R be an HNP ring, let I be a maximal invertible ideal of R, and 
let n be the number of simple right (R/I)-modules (up to isomorphism). If C is a 
uniserial right (R/I”)-module with l(C) > n, then all simple right (R/I)-modules are 
isomorphic to composition factors of C. 
Proof. If I is a maximal ideal, then n = 1 and the lemma is clear. If not, then 
by [4, Theorem 2.61 we have I = M1 n ... n Mm , where {Ml ,..., M,} is a 
cycle of idempotent maximal ideals of R. Suppose that R/I has a simple right 
module S which is not isomorphic to any composition factor of C. After 
renumbering, we may assume that Sivr, = 0. Then every composition factor of 
C is annihilated by the ideal J = MZ n ... n M, . 
No subset of {MS ,..., M,) forms a cycle, hence we infer that J cannot be 
contained in the intersection of any cycle. As a result, it follows from [4, Theorem 
2.61 that J is not contained in any invertible ideal of R. Then p-1 is idempotent, 
by [4, Proposition 4.31. Since every composition factor of C is annihilated by J, 
we thus obtain CJnpi = 0. Inasmuch as C is uniserial and R/J is semisimple, we 
conclude from this that l(C) < n - 1, which is false. i 
LEMMA 30. Let R be an HNP ring, let I be a maximal invertible ideal of R, and 
let A be afinitelygeneratedprojective right R-module. If l(A/AI) = t, thenfor all n, 
A/AI” is a direct sum oft uniserial modules of length n. 
Proof. Note that since I is either a maximal ideal or the intersection of a cycle 
of idempotent maximal ideals [4, Theorem 2.61, R/I is a semisimple ring. 
Since R/In is a serial ring, A/AI” = C, @ ... @ C, for some nonzero uniserial 
modules Ci . Since R/I is semisimple, each C,/C,I is simple, whence A/AI has 
length K and so k = t. 
Now A has submodules Bj > AI” such that B,/AI” = Cj . If CjIi = 0 for 
some i < n, then BiIi < AIn and so Bi < AIn-i < AI, hence Ci < (A/AI”)I. 
But then Cj = CJ = C,[J(R/In)] and so Cj = 0, which is false. Therefore 
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CJi # 0 for all i < n, from which we conclude that Cj > CjI > ... > CjIa = 0. 
Inasmuch as Cj is uniserial and R/I is semisimple, CjIi/CjIi+l must be simple for 
all i = O,..., n-l.Thusl(Cj)=n. i 
LEMMA 31. Let R be an HNP ring, let I be a maximal invertible ideal of R, 
and let n be the number of simple right (R/I)-modules (up to isomorphism). Let A be a 
finitely generated projective right R-module, and let S be a simple right (R/I)- 
module. If l(AIAI) = t, then A has a submodule B > AI” such that BIBI z tS. 
Proof. By Lemma 30, A/AI” = C, @ ... 0 C, with each Cj uniserial of 
length n. Since R/I is semisimple, the composition series for Cj is Cj > 
CjI > ... > CjIn = 0. By Lemma 29, S is isomorphic to a composition factor of 
Cj , hence there exists a nonnegative integer n(j) < n such that 
CjIn(j)/CjIn(j)+l E fj. 
Now A has submodules Bj > AIn such that Bj/AIn = Ci. Set B = 
BIIn(l) + 1.. + B,Ft). Since n(j) < n for all j, we see that 
AI” = (B, A ... + B,)In < B,I”“‘+’ + . . . + BJn(t)+l = BI. 
Consequently, 
B/BI s (B/AI”)/(B/AI”)I 
gg (C,I~(l)/C,I n(l)+l) @ ... @ (C,w’/C,I”‘~)+l) g ts. l 
LEMMA 32. Let R be an HNP ring, let I be a proper invertible ideal of R, and 
let A be a$nitely generated right R-module. If A OR (R/I) = 0, then A is singular. 
Proof. Let B be the singular submodule of A, set C = A/B, and note that 
C OR (R/I) = 0. Since C is finitely generated and nonsingular, [3, Theorem 2.11 
shows that C is projective. 
Inasmuch as R > I > I2 > ..., we must have n I” = 0. Then n (IF) = 0 
for any free right R-moduleF, and consequently n (CI”) = 0. Since C = CI, it 
follows that C = 0, so that A = B. Thus A is singular. 1 
THEOREM 33. Let R be an HNP ring, let I be a maximal invertible ideal of R, 
and let A be a finitely generated projective right R-module. Then l(A/AI)/l(RII) = 
rank(A)/rank(R). 
Proof. Let n be the number of simple right (R/I)-modules (up to isomor- 
phism), and let S be a simple right (R/I)-module. Set t = l(A/AI) and k = l(R/I). 
According to Lemma 31, A has a submodule B > AI” such that BIBI z tS. 
Since AF < B, we see that B is essential in A, whence rank(B) = rank(A). 
Likewise, R has an essential right ideal C such that C/U c kS and rank(C) = 
rank(R). 
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Now K(B/BI) E ktS g t(C/Cl). This isomorphism lifts to a homomorphism 
f: kB --+ tC such that [tC/f(hB)] OR (R/I) = 0. According to Lemma 32, 
tC/f(kB) must be singular, from which we infer that rank(tC) < rank(kR). 
Using the same argument on t(C/CI) s h(B/BI), we obtain rank(kB) < rank(tC) 
as well. Therefore 
t[rank(R)] = t[rank(C)] = rank(tC) = rank(kB) = k[rank(B)] = k[rank(A)], 
whence 1(A/AI)/Z(R/I) = t/h = rank(A)/rank(R). 1 
COROLLARY 34. Let R be an HNP ring, let {Ml ,..., M,) be a cycle of idem- 
potent maximal ideals of R, and let A be a jinitely generated projective right 
R-module. Then 
[Z(A/AMJ + ... + Z(A/AM,)]/[Z(R/Ml) + ... + Z(R/M,J] = rank(A)/rank(R). 
Proof. Set I = Ml n ... n Mn , which is a maximal invertible ideal of R. 
Since 
R/I FE (R/Ml) @ ... 0 (R/M,) and A/AI z (A/AMl) @ ... @ (A/AM,), 
we obtain 
@/I) = WM,) + ... + WWfn) and Z(A/AI) = Z(A/AM,) + ... + Z(A/AM,). 
Now apply Theorem 33. 1 
THEOREM 35. Let R be an HNP ring, and let M be an idempotent maximal 
ideal of R. Then M belongs to a cycle if and only if there exists a positive integer n 
such that Z(A/AM) < n for all right ideals A of R. 
Proof. If M belongs to a cycle, then R has a maximal invertible ideal I < M. 
For any right ideal A of R, Theorem 33 says that 
Z(A/AI)/Z(R/I) = rank(A)/rank(R) < 1, 
whence Z(A/AM) < Z(A/AI) < Z(R/I). 
Conversely, suppose that M does not belong to a cycle. In view of Corollary 21, 
we see that there exist idempotent maximal ideals Ml = M, M, ,..., Mk in R 
such that O,(M,) = O,(Mi+,) for all i = I,..., k - 1 and O,(Mk) # O,(Mk+,) 
for all idempotent maximal ideals M,,, of R. Let S be a simple right R-module 
such that SM = 0, and set B = soc”+l(E(S)). Acceding to Theorem 22, B is 
uniserial of length k + 1, sot(B) = S, and B/so@(B) is a faithful simple module. 
Note that J(B) = sock(B), so that B/J(B) is faithful and simple. 
By [3, Lemma 3.11, n[B/J(B)] is cyclic for every positive integer n. Since 
n[B/J(B)] g nB/J(nB), it follows that nB is cyclic. Thus R has right ideals 
C, < A, < R such that R/C,, E nB and A,/C, E soc(nB) E nS. Then 
(A,/C,)M = 0 and so Z(A,/A,M) > n. 
Therefore R has right ideals A, , A, ,... such that Z(A,/A,M) > n for all n. 1 
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